
Mother Tongue | New Moon in August 
Death of the Sun King 
The tilt of the earth moves farther from the sun. Darkness grows, the wheat is ready for 
harvest, where it is picked and sorted and stored as food and seed for the next cycle. The 
earth is still hot and the sun strong. Moisture leaks from the land and in some places the land 
turns dry and as golden as the sun itself. New life has moved through maturation to nearing 
harvest. The peak of summer creativity has poured forth into earth’s bounty. The quality of that 
giveaway will ensure life or death in the long winter months to come. 

In the Celtic stories, this festival is know as the sacrifice of Lugh, the Grain God or Sun God, 
whose death made life possible. In many ways, this traditional celebration of the Harvest of 
Life was simultaneously a celebration of the power of death to make space for life. The 
sacrifice of Luge (sacrifice meaning to make sacred) also meant that Lughnasadh was 
celebrated as a funeral wake. This paradox - both life and death, celebration and grief, is at 
the heart of the first harvest. 

Death is our reminder and our promise that all things return to source. It is a reminder of the 
central mysteries that envelop and permeate our lives. It is the power of the dark to birth new 
possibilities yet unimagined. The harvest time of year can be explored as a metaphor for the 
one of us who thrives in change. This is the one of us who is drawn into the unknown, who 
explores the hidden spaces and questions everything - not in a self-abdicating way, but 
anchored in the bone-deep knowing that sloughing off, creating space, offering up, and 
surrendering are necessary prerequisites to growth, and that they, in and of themselves, can 
be delightful, fulfilling, and revitalizing.  

It is the dark promise of a return to source that allows us to see with eyes wide open just how 
precious life is. Only in this inclusive state can we truly celebrate the gifts present in our lives. 
Only then can we take care and steward our life force energy with precision, discernment and 
clarity. Only then can we know the depth of our gratitude for the entire network of relationships 
and the delicate balance of offering, receiving, birthing and dying both.  

Elementally, we are turning from the full heat of fire in the south toward the cooling, 
introspective and mysterious waters of the west. Lammas is the threshold where we feel 



ourselves to be in the intense heat of summer in the northern hemisphere, yet the first signs of 
surrender to the inevitable downward slope of life are all around. 

LEARN: 
Read the section on First Harvest in the Solar Cycle Guidebook starting on page 98. 
Read the section on the Disseminating Moon on page 40 of the Lunar Cycle Guidebook. 

LIVE: 
Build a seasonal altar to mark the Harvest Season. Refer to the guidebooks for inspiration, 
and to your own experience. 
Go for a death walk in the wilds. Observe how life gives way to death in your local ecosystem. 
What does that walk inspire in you? If you were to have a conversation with the fruits and 
seeds that you see, what would you say? 
Make a Grain Mother or bake a loaf of bread as a ritual act of gratitude for the abundance of 
summer. 

REFLECT: 
What are the manifested results of your work over the past year?  
Your expression? Your dreams? 
What images, symbols, super-charged dreams, archetypes, memories, or life experiences feel 
particularly close at this time? 
What are you grateful for? 

LEAD: 
Healthy leadership is not about personal gain, or having power-over, but rather exemplifying 
another way to live - one that is wildly human, inclusive and life-enhancing. As we turn toward 
a new seasonal threshold, two dynamics are present for us to consider. The first is a 



transformational imperative - an innate need for all things to transform, grow, offer, explore 
edges and become more of themselves in rich giveaway. Transformative imperatives are what 
gives us and others the courage to face both our longings and our fears and to say yes. In the 
natural world, it is the transformative imperative that brings flower to fruit, or caterpillar to 
cocoon. But equally present and in need of honoring is the homeostatic imperative - the 
inborn need for life systems to regulate, stabilize, integrate and preserve life. These two 
imperatives are important for leaders of any kind to work with, rather than against. In order for 
people around us to reach their full transformative potential, a strong container is needed - a 
sense of ground and center.  Part of what holds ground for us as transformative leaders are 
our core values, our sense and articulate of deep purpose, and our present centered attention 
and care. Shifting into unknown territory is never comfortable, but it can be held with integrity. 
In doing so, the fruits of our actions can be made a feast for all. 

This time of year invites us to turn back toward reflection.  

Are you living your values?  
Practicing what you preach?  
Are you holding yourself and others accountable to the world you create through your actions? 
How might you help facilitate, nurture, and lift up those around you?  
What can you do for those around you that shows you are grateful to them?


